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Abstract—Fast and accurate detection and identification of
power line outage is of paramount importance for the prevention
of cascading failures in power systems, as well as prompt and
effective restoration following the outage. Traditional approaches
can only detect single and double line outages due to the
combinatorial complexity challenges involved in the algorithms. A
novel approach is to cast it to a sparse vector estimation problem,
which can be solved efficiently by taking advantage of the recent
progress in compressive sensing and variable selection. In this
work, we adopt a similar approach to formulate the problem as a
sparse binary-valued vector estimation problem, and leverage the
cluster structure existing in most multiple-line outages to solve
it. We propose two low-complexity graph-based algorithms to
identify clustered line-outages. Simulated tests in IEEE-118 bus
system confirm that the proposed algorithms can significantly
improve the accuracy and efficiency of baseline algorithms that
do not leverage the cluster structure of multiple-line outages.
Index Terms—Line outage identification, cascading failures,

structured sparse recovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fast and accurate power line outage identification is critical

for the prevention of cascading failures, real-time contingency

analysis, and prompt and effective restoration of the power

system. A plethora of power line outage identification methods

have been proposed in the literature. In [1], [2], Tate and

Overbye utilize the pre-outage network topology information

and real-time phasor measurements to detect single and double

line outages. In [3], Abdelaziz et al. introduce the support

vector machine (SVM) technique from machine learning to

detect single line outages. A mixed-integer programming ap-

proach is proposed by Emami and Abur in [4] to deal with

single line outages. Essentially, these methods formulate line

outage identification as a combinatorial problem, and solve it

by exhaustively searching all possible post-outage topologies.

Due to the exponentially increasing complexity, such methods

can only handle single or, at most, double line outages. The

urge to cope with multiple line outages has motivated several

existing works [5]–[8]. In [5], [6], the authors consider the

calculation of line outage distribution factors in multiple-line

outages case. In [8], He et al. adopts a Gaussian graphical

model based approach to identify multiple-line outages at an
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affordable complexity, under the assumption that phasor angle

measurements are conditionally independent with each other.

In [7], Zhu and Giannakis formulate the power line outage

identification problem as a sparse vector recovery problem,

which is then solved efficiently by taking advantage of the

recent progress in compressive sensing and variable selection.

This approach has inspired a series of works, such as [9]–[11].

In this paper, we study the multiple line outage identification

problem by taking the cluster structural feature of line outages

into consideration. According to the outage records provided in

[12], when multiple power line outages occur simultaneously,

they tend to cluster in a local neighborhood. This can be intu-

itively explained in two ways. First, environment factors, such

as lightning, wind, and snow, usually affect the transmission

lines locally; Second, when outage occurs on certain trans-

mission lines, the lines in conjunction with them usually have

to bear more disturbance when power flow is automatically

redistributed, thus are more susceptible to subsequent failures.

In order to exploit this feature for more efficient and accurate

line outage identification, we first formulate the problem as

a sparse binary-valued vector estimation problem. Then, we
propose two graph-based algorithms with reasonable computa-

tional complexity to solve it. One of the algorithm is a graph-

based Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm, and

the other is a graph-based Compressive Sampling Matching

Pursuit (CoSaMP). Both of the algorithms are analyzed and

evaluated through simulated tests on IEEE-118 bus systems.

Simulation results confirm that the graph-based approaches is

more efficient than baseline algorithms that do not exploit the

cluster structure of multiple-line outages.

We adopt the following set of notations. We use bold-face

lower-case, e.g., x, and bold-face upper-case, e.g.,X, to denote
vectors and matrices, respectively. ‖x‖p denotes the �p-norm
of x. Sets and events are denoted with calligraphic font (e.g.,
T ). The cardinality of a finite set T is denoted as |T |.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a power transmission network consisting of N
buses and L lines. We use a graph G = (N ,L) to represent it,
where the node set N := {1, ..., N} denotes the buses and the
edge set L := {(m,n)} ⊂ N × N represents the lines. The

system monitors the voltage phasor angles and injected real



power of all buses. Denote pm as the real power injection on

bus m, pmn as the real power flow from bus m to bus n, θm
as the voltage phasor angle of bus m, xmn as the reactance of

the line between bus m and n, which is equal to xnm. Then

under the DC power flow model, the instant power flow must

satisfy [13]:

pm =
∑

n∈Nm
pmn =

∑
n∈Nm

θm − θn
xmn

(1)

where Nm := {m : (m,n) ∈ L}, i.e., the set of buses
connected with bus m in the graph G. Eqn. (1) can be

equivalently expressed as

p = Bθ (2)

where θ � [θ1, θ2 . . . , θN ]
T ∈ R

N , p � [p1, p2 . . . , pN ]
T ∈

R
N , B is a N × N matrix whose (m,n)-th entry is defined

as

Bmn =

⎧⎨
⎩

−1/xmn if (m,n) ∈ L
Σv∈Nm1/xmv if m = n
0 otherwise

(3)

We note that B is uniquely determined by the topology

and line reactance parameters of the power network. Each

transmission line (m,n) ∈ L is related to four non-zero entries
in B, namely, Bmn, Bnm, Bmm, and Bnn.

When line outages happen in the system, the outaged lines

are removed from the transmission network, resulting in a

different matrix B′. We assume that the power system works

at a quasi-stable state during the events, i.e, the change of

power injection p and load profile between the pre-event and
post-event can be neglected under the timescale of outage

events [1]. We also assume that the outage does not cause

any islanding in the power grid. As a result of the line outage,

voltage phasor angles will change automatically as the injected

power is redistributed across the network to achieve another

power flow balance. Denoting θ′ � [θ′1, θ′2 . . . , θ′N ]T ∈ RN as

the post-event phase angle measurements. Then, we have

Bθ = B′θ′ + ε (4)

where, ε ∈ RN consists of N i.i.d Gaussian random variables

with zero mean and σ2 variance. We use it to account for the

small perturbations between the pre- and post-event injected

powers. Our objective is to identifyB′ based on the knowledge
of B and measurements θ and θ′, and unveil the the outage
locations based on the difference between B′ and B.
We follow the approach in [7] to reformulate (4) as a sparse

vector recovery problem by representing matrix B in the form
of a weighted Laplacian matrix. Denote l as the index of line
(m,n), ml ∈ R

N as a column vector with all the entries

equal to 0 except the m-th and n-th elements, which are 1 and
−1, respectively. Define M � [m1,m2, . . . ,mL] ∈ R

N×L,

D � diag{ 1
x1

, 1
x2

, . . . , 1
xL

} ∈ RL×L. Then, we have

B =
L∑

l=1

1

xl
mlm

T
l =MDM

T (5)

Substituting (5) into (4), we have

BΔθ = (B−B′)θ′ + ε (6)

=
∑
l∈L′

1

xl
mlm

T
l θ

′ + ε (7)

=
∑
l∈L′

mT
l θ

′

xl
ml + ε (8)

where Δθ = θ′ − θ, L′ is the set of outaged lines. Eqn.
(7) follows from the fact that, with the weighted Laplacian

representation in (5), B−B′ can be expressed as the weighted
summation of the matrices related to the outaged lines only.

Define A � [
mT1 θ

′

x1
m1,

mT2 θ
′

x2
m2, . . . ,

mTLθ
′

xL
mL] ∈ R

N×L,

y � BΔθ, β � [β1, β2 . . . , βL]
T ∈ RL, where

βl =

{
1 if l ∈ L′
0 otherwise

(9)

Then, (8) can be equivalently expressed as

y = Aβ + ε (10)

where y is the observation vector, which can be obtained based
on B and the pre- and post-event phasor angle measurements,

A is the measurement matrix, and β is a binary-valued vector
to recover.

Assume that the number of the outaged lines is upper

bounded by s, which is a small number compared with L.
Then, the line outage identification problem can be formulated

as a sparse recovery problem as follows:

β∗ = arg min
β∈{0,1}L,‖β‖1≤s

‖y −Aβ‖2 (11)

Essentially, (11) is an integer programming problem, and

its complexity scales exponentially in s. To overcome the
combinatorial complexity, in the following, we leverage the

recent progress on sparse recovery and the power network

topological information to develop two algorithms to solve

(11) efficiently.

III. GRAPH-BASED ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) is a widely adopted

iterative greedy algorithm for sparse recovery. The algorithm

works as follows: In each iteration, it greedily selects the

column which is most correlated with the current residual vec-

tor from the unselected columns of the measurement matrix.

This column is then added into the set of selected columns.

The algorithm then updates the residual vector by projecting

the observation vector onto the linear subspace spanned by

the selected columns. The algorithm iterates until the residual

error is within a desired tolerance level. Compared with other

alternative methods, a major advantage of the OMP is its

simplicity and fast implementation.

In this section, we modify the OMP algorithm by incorpo-

rating the binary constraint on β, and the topology information
of the power system. We add graph G as an input to the

algorithm. In each iteration, we keep track of two sets of lines,

Sk and Lk. Sk is used to track the set of candidate columns



that would be considered in the step of greedy selection, with

its initial value set to be the full set including all columns ofA.
The estimate outage set Lk is used to track the set of identified

outaged lines, with its initial value to be empty. The algorithm

works as follows. At the beginning of the k-th iteration, we
greedily select the column from Sk−1 to minimize the �2
norm of the residual vector, and update the estimate outage

set Lk by adding the new selected column index to Lk−1.
We point out that this index also correspond to a line in

graph G. Next, we take the binary value constraint on β into

consideration. We perform a Least Square Estimation (LSE)

by restricting the values of βi, ∀i ∈ Lk to be in [0, 1] and
letting the entries outside Lk to be zero. After obtaining βk,

we force all of its entries to be binary through thresholding.

Next, we update the estimate outage set Lk again by including

the support of the thresholded βk only. The residual vector rk

is updated accordingly. If ‖rk‖2 is still above the tolerance
level, the algorithm will take the power network topology

into consideration. Since multiple line outages often happen in

clusters, if Lk correctly identifies some of the outaged lines,

then, intuitively, the rest of the outaged lines will be in close

proximity to those included in Lk. This motivates us to update

Lk by including the lines that share buses with those included

in Lk only. The algorithm then move to the next iteration until

a desired tolerance level is achieved, or until it reaches the

maximum number of iterations. We summarize the algorithm

in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 (Graph OMP) Input: y, A, graph G, threshold
τ . Output β.

1: Initialize: r0 = y,β0 = 0,S0 = L, L0 = ∅, k = 1.
2: while k ≤ kmax or ‖rk‖2 ≤ δ do
3: lk := argminl∈Sk−1 ‖rk−1 −A(:, j)‖22
4: Lk := Lk−1 ∪ {lk}
5: Estimate βk := argmin ‖rk−1−Aβ‖22 s.t. βi ∈ [0, 1]
for i ∈ Lk, and βi = 0, ∀i /∈ Lk

6: Update Lk := {l : βk
l ≥ τ}

7: Update residual vector rk := rk−1 −∑
j∈Lk A(:, j)

8: if ‖rk‖2 ≤ δ then return
9: else
10: Update Sk by adding all lines sharing buses with

the lines included in Lk;

11: k = k + 1;
12: end if
13: end while

IV. GRAPH-BASED COSAMP

CoSaMP is an algorithm based on OMP. It uses an approach

inspired by the restricted isometry property (RIP) [14] to

accelerate the algorithm and to provide strong guarantees

that OMP cannot. Specifically, if the measurement matrix A
satisfies the RIP, the vector A∗Aβ can serve as a proxy for

the sparse signal β, since the largest components of the proxy
point to the largest components of the original signal β with

high probability. In each iteration of CoSaMP, it first identifies

the largest components from the proxy of the residual, merges

them into the set of selected component, and then solves a

least-squares problem to approximate the target signal on the

merged set of components. The algorithm then performs a

pruning step to produce a new approximation by retaining

only the largest entries in the least-squares approximation. The

residual is then updated and fed to the next iteration until a

stopping condition is satisfied.

In [15], Hegde et. al propose a Graph-based CoSaMP

algorithm to account for sparsity structures defined via graphs.

They introduce a novel general sparsity model called weighted

graph model (WGM). Specifically, they define G = (V, E)
as an undirected, weighted graph where the node set V
corresponds to the unknown sparse vector β, and each edge
has a real-valued weight. In order to control the sparsity

patterns, the WGM offers three parameters on the desired

supports S ⊆ V , i.e., the sparsity level s; the maximum
number of connected components (trees) corresponding to S ,
denoted as g; and the bound on the total weight of edges
in the forest corresponding to S , denoted as B. By choosing
different edge weights and those three parameters, different

sparsity structures can be encoded with the WGM. Essentially,

the WGM captures sparsity structures with a small number of

trees in G.
The algorithmic core of the graph-CoSaMP algorithm is

a computationally efficient procedure to project an arbitrary

vector into the WGM. Mathematically, for any given vector

β, the algorithm looks for the best vector β′ whose support
is compliant with the sparsity structure encoded by the WGM

to minimize ‖β − β′‖2. However, searching for the best β′
is a NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem [16]. In

order to reduce the computational complexity, the framework

propose two approximate model-projection algorithms, namely

tail approximation and head approximation, to obtain a sub-

optimal β′ with complementary approximation guarantees.
The approximation algorithms are based on a connection to

the prize-collecting Steiner Forest problem (PCSF).

For the completeness of this paper, in the following, we will

first introduce the PCSF problem, and then discuss how our

problem can be related to PCSF.

A. The Prize Collecting Steiner Forest (PCSF) Problem

PCSF is a variant of the Prize Collecting Steiner Tree

(PCST) problem. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected, weighted
graph with edge costs c(e) ∈ R, ∀e ∈ E and node prizes

π(v) ∈ R, ∀v ∈ V . For a subset of edges E ′ ⊂ E , its cost
c(E ′) =∑

e∈E′ c(e). Similarly, for a subset of nodes V ′ ⊂ V ,
its prize π(V ′) = ∑

v∈V′ π(v). We also denote V̄ ′ as the
complement of V ′. Then the goal of the PCST problem is

to find a subtree T = (V ′, E ′) to minimize c(T ) + π(T̄ ).
This problem is a generalization of the classical Steiner tree

problem [17], and it is also NP-hard. In the seminal work of

Goemans and Williamson (GW) [18], a primal-dual algorithm

is developed with certain approximation guarantee.

The objective of PCSF is to find a subgraph F = (V ′, E ′)
that minimizes c(F)+π(F̄) with at most g connected compo-



nents (trees) in F . In [15], a fast GW algorithm is proposed,

which returns a forest with the following guarantee:

c(F) + 2π(F̄) ≤ 2c(FOPT ) + 2π(F̄OPT ) (12)

where FOPT is the optimal solution of the PCSF problem.

By setting π(i) = β2
i and c(e) = w(e) + 1, we have

c(F) = w(F) + (|F| − g), π(F̄) = ‖β − βF‖2. After
multiplying the edge costs with a parameter λ, the PCSF
objective function essentially becomes a Lagrangian relaxation

of the WGM-constrained optimal projection problem. The tail

and head approximation algorithms in [15] adaptively search

for the optimal λ to ensure that the PCSF-GW algorithm

returns a good approximation of β with theoretical guarantees.

B. Graph CoSaMP Algorithm

In this subsection, we adapt the Graph CoSaMP proposed

in [15] for the multiple-line outage identification problem.

For the sparse recovery problem in (11), the unknown vector

β represents the statuses of power lines. The corresponding

WGM graph M = (V, E) is defined as follows. First, we
define the node set V as the set of the power lines. If two

power lines are connected through a bus in the power grid,

there is an edge connecting the corresponding nodes in M .

We let the node prize π(i) = β2
i , and the edge cost c(e) = c.

As we will explain later, we fix c be to a constant in (0.5, 1).
The adapted Graph CoSaMP is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Specifically, after forming a proxy of the residue vector, we

adopt the tail approximation algorithm in [15] to find an

approximation of the proxy with the desired sparse forest

structure. After we merge the support of the returned forest

with the support from previous step, we update the estimation

of the signal vector by performing LSE over the support under

the constraint that βi ∈ [0, 1], and then threshold it to make it
binary. In the pruning step, we use PCSF-GW algorithm to get

an approximated signal vector whose support has the desired

forest structure.

The input of PCSF-GW comes from the thresholded LSE

result over the support Zk. Therefore, the node prizes can

only be zero or one, as shown in Fig. 1(a). We use black

dots to represent the nodes with prize one. Consider the case

where g is set to be one. If the edge cost is greater than

one, PCSF-GW will select only one node with prize one to

optimize the objective function. On the other hand, if the edge

cost is very small, all nodes with prize one will be connected

by edges to form one cluster. In order to obtain the desired

cluster structure shown in Fig. 1(b), we choose a constant edge

cost c ∈ (0.5, 1).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare our proposed algorithms with

baseline algorithms OMP and CoSaMP on an IEEE 118-Bus

system. The parameters of this system are fully described in

the toolbox of MATPOWER [19]. We simulate the line outages

by eliminating some transmission lines in the power network.

We collect pre- and post-event measurements, namely, the

Algorithm 2 (Graph CoSaMP) Input: y, A, s, g, M , τ .
Output: β.

1: Initialize: r0 = y,β0 = 0,S0 = L, L0 = ∅, k = 1.
2: while Stopping criterion is not met do
3: Form a proxy t = Aᵀ × rk−1
4: Identify support T = TailApprox(M, t, s, g)
5: Merge Zk = T ∪ supp(βk−1)
6: Estimate βk = arg min ‖ b −Aβ ‖2 s.t. supp(β) ∈

Zk, βi ∈ [0, 1]
7: if βk

i ≥ τ then βk
i = 1

8: else βk
i = 0

9: end if
10: Prune βk = PCSF-GW(M,βn, g)
11: rk+1 = y −Aβk

12: k = k + 1
13: end while
14: return β

(a) Input of PCSF. (b) Output of PCSF.

Fig. 1: A pruning example of PCSF with g = 1.

voltage phasor angle of every bus after running the power

flow function.

We consider the result returned by an algorithm a success if
it matches with the set of lines removed from the system ex-

actly. We randomly generate the outage patterns, and evaluate

the performances of the algorithms by counting their portion

of success.

First, we study the performance of the proposed algorithms

on identifying a single cluster of line outages. The size of

the cluster ranges from one to three lines. For the single line

case, all the 179 lines in the system are tested and repeated

for 10 times, totally 1790 cases. For the double and triple

line clustered outage, we randomly choose 1500 cases. We set

the standard deviation of the noise to be 0, 1%, 3%, and 5%

of the power injection, and evaluate the performances of the

algorithms at those noise levels. The percentage of successful

identification is recorded and compared in Fig. 2. As we

observe, Graph OMP has significant improvement over OMP

for all three scenarios. Graph CoSaMP has better performance

in multiple line outage cases over CoSaMP, especially in the

three-line outage case.

Then we study the performances of the proposed algorithms

with two clusters of line outages. We consider the case where

both clusters consist of two outaged lines, and three outaged

lines, respectively. The identification performances are shown
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(a) Single-line outage.
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(b) Double-line outage.
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(c) Three-line outage.

Fig. 2: Outage identification for a single cluster.
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Fig. 3: Outage identification for two clusters.

in Fig. 3. We note that the Graph-CoSaMP has much better

performance than OMP and CoSaMP. The results of Graph

OMP is not included since it cannot handle multiple clusters.

Finally, we compare the running times of the algorithms.

All algorithms are run in MATLABr R2016a, on a MacBook

Pro with a 2.2GHz CPU and a 16GB RAM. Table I shows

the average running times of the algorithms. We note that the

Graph OMP has slight improvement over OMP on the average

running time, while Graph CoSaMP takes much more time

than other algorithms due to its increased complexity in the

graph model based projection in the tail approximation and

pruning steps.

TABLE I: Average running times in seconds.

OMP Graph OMP CoSaMP Graph CoSaMP

1 line 2e-3 1.8e-3 8e-4 1.60

2 lines 2.4e-3 2.3e-3 6e-4 1.60

3 lines 4.1e-3 3.9e-3 7e-4 1.82

2+2 lines 3.7e-3 – 7e-4 1.57

3+3 lines 6.4e-3 – 9e-4 1.75
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